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Abstract: It is well known that the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) of Saaty is one of the most

powerful approach  for decision aid in solving of  a  multi criteria decision making (MCDM)  problem.

In order to solve a MCDM problem, the AHP method could be  utilized    to derive priorities based  on

judgement of decision maker. To do so, we have to make a  pair wise comparison technique. The most

common techniques for an estimating relative priority weights is originally proposed eigenvector method.

Recently, a many alternative approaches developed from the least square method to goal programming are

found in the many numbers of references. However, the weights to be assigned to the decision elements

on each hierarchy in the AHP method are imprecise in nature. This paper proposes a fuzzy goal

programming model as an alternative technique of the weight assessment. An application of the proposed

solution procedure for multi criteria decision problem consisted  of two hierarchy level is demonstrated

with a simulation results of the numerical example.
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INTRODUCTION

The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) that was

developed by Saaty in mid of 1970   is based on sets[10]

pair wise comparison of  decision maker that is

represented  on a human being’s intrinsic ability to

structure  his/her perceptions hierarchically, compare

pairs of similar things against a given criteria or a

common property and judge the intensity of the

importance of one thing over the other .[10]

In order to obtain an AHP ranking (i.e. overall

relative weighting of the elements) the AHP

synthesizes all the judgments  using the framework

given by the hierarchy. To do so, it is important to

define a decision problems being in  single decision

elements between which certain relationship exist.

Hence, it does need to estimate relative priority weights

for the single decision elements on each hierarchy level

of decision problems . There are several alternative[14]

procedures studied for estimating the relative priority

weights such as eigenvetor method that is originally

developed by Saaty, logarithmic least square method

and linear programming .[11 ,9 ,6]

Tscheulin and Jacques  proposed a goal[14]

programming  approach  for  estimating relative

priority  weights  which  pursues  the same objective

as  the eigenvector method. Goal programming

approach  its  self   is a good decision aid in

modelling  real world decision problem. However,  it

is necessary to specify aspiration level for the

objectives and aims to reduce the deviations from

aspiration level. The  aspiration level and or priority

factors of  the  weights to be assigned to the decision

elements which is based  human judgment are often

intrinsically  imprecise.  In  such situation the use

fuzzy  goal  programming  approach  for improving

the  model  developed by  Tscheulin and Jacques

would be beneficial.

Estimating Priority Weights of  The AHP  With

Goal Programming Approach: There are numerous

methodology  presented in many publications for

deriving priority weights in the AHP. Jensen employed

least square technique and  the logarithmic least square

method  is proposed by de Jong   as well  the use of

linear programming discussed  by Korhonen and

Wallenius . Practically, the most common approach is[6]

the originally proposes eigenvector method . The use[8 ,9]

of this technique has been discussed in many numerous

publications and Zahedy has pointed out the necessity

for further research to elaborate the method estimation

of relative priority weight. 

Based on the eigenvector method, Tscheulin and

Jacques  formulated  a goal programming approach[14]

for assessment technique of relative priority weights

which allows to produce an unique solution.
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Let  us  consider  the elements of decisions i.e.

C1, C2,  . . . . . ., Cn as the pair wise weighting ratio

same level in a hierarchy of MCDM problems that are

known from the matrix of pair wise comparison

judgement.  The pair wise comparisons judgment

matrix are structured into a n by n reciprocal matrix A

as follows:

         (1)

         (2)

or we obtain

        (3)

Let us consider Ù  = {(1,2), (1,3), . . . . , (1,n),

(2,3), . . . . , (2,n), . . . . ., (n-1, n)} as set of paired

comparison judgement of decision maker. This set

irepresents a pair (i,j) decision element C 's preference

judged greater than or equal to that of decision element

j C . From equation (2) this following equation could be

obtain:

        (4)

and consequently for Q = {1, 2, . . . . . . . . ., n } we

have equation as follows:

        (5)

or in another form

         (6)

Equation  (6) could be expressed in the matrix

form as 

  (7)

or 

A.w = n..w         (8)

The unknown relative priority weights are

calculated from the pair wise comparison judgement

matrix A developed  through the following equation :

(A - n..I) W = 0          (9 )

Equation (9) represents an eigenvector problem

where w is an eigen vector of A with the

corresponding eigen value n. Supposing that the

decision makers judgements are no longer consistent,

equation (9) could be written as:

m ax(A - ë . I) . w = 0        (10)

The eigenvector w corresponding to the largest

m axeigen value ë . contains the priority  weights of the

decision elements in terms of the corresponding

element in the hierarchy level above. Saaty has an

developed an consistency index to capture any bias

m axwhen relative comparison are made i.e. . C.I = (ë .-

m axn)/n-1, where  ë . is the largest eigen value.

In real world decisions, the reciprocity of decision

maker's judgement matrix is not fully consistent.

Consequently, it is no always possible to fulfil all

condition  constraint as expressed in equation in (3).

To capture the bias between pair wise comparison, it

is necessary to supplement a deviation variable to

equation (3).

ij ijLet us consider n  and p   as deviational variables

as like negative and positive variables in conventional

goal programming model  that permit that equation can

always be fulfilled even in case of inconsistency.

Hence, to do so we have to minimize the sum of the

deviation  from  all  constraints  of  equation  (3) as
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criterion of the  objective  and the constraint containing

a supplemented deviational variable could be expressed

as follows:

for (i, j) 0Ù         (11)

 It is necessary to fix the sum of all relative priority

weights to be normalized equal to one by adding a

relevant constraint. In order to avoid a dually

degenerate solution, Tscheulin and Jaques forced a

constraint that allows the sum positive and negative

variable of equation to be equal for each constraint.

The resulting simple goal programming model for

deriving priority weight in AHP is defined as

       (12)

Subject to

 

for (i,j) 0Ù  and  i, j 0ö        (13)

 (14)

for i 0ö        (15)

iw  $ 0  for i 0ö        (16)

ij ij  n , p $ 0   for (i, j) 0Ù         (17)

i jwhere  w  and w  are the priority weight of decision

element i and j respectively related to the element in

i jthe hierarchy level above and a  is the decision maker's

relative priority judgement in term of the difference in

preference between decision element i and decision

element j related to the element in the hierarchy level

above. The resulting objective of Z represent the

consistency of the judgment preference of  decision

maker and model described by  (12) to (17) permits to

seek an "optimal" solution.

Here we develop a similar model to assessment of

priority weight using fuzzy set theory instead of

conventional goal programming described. We

formulate and discuss the fuzzy goal programming and

this following section and then development model for

estimating the priority weight as described in fuzzy

approach will be presented.

The Fuzzy Goal Programming Model: The use of

fuzzy set theory in goal programming was first

discussed by  Narasimhan, Hanan and  Ignizio. Rubin

and Narasimhan  and Tiwari et. al.  have presented[7] [13]

various aspect of decision problem using fuzzy goal

programming. The application fuzzy goal programming

in real world decision are found in numerous

publica tio n ,  f rom  the  e nvironmenta l system

management , the problem of  aggregate production[13]

planning  to decision support for bus operation . [2] [1]

In the present work  we use the  simple additive

method developed by Tiwari et. al.  to solve the[12]

fuzzy goal programming model due to its simplicity  as

compared to the other procedures. The typical such

model could be defined as follows:

Find X

s sto satisfy G (X) $ g , s = 1, 2, . . . . . ., m.  (18)

Subject to 

AX $ 0        (19)

X $ 0        (20)

where X is an vector of decision variables and AX #

b are system constraints. Let's consider 

s s  is s  G (X) $ g  or G (X) # g as imprecise forms

(fuzzy) of the aspiration level. According to Tiwari et.

al.  and Zimmermann  a linear membership function[12] [16]

s (m ) for the each fuzzy goal s could be expressed as

follows:

s sFor problem of fuzzy goal as G (X) $ g :

(21)

swhere L  is the lower tolerance limit for the fuzzy goal

s G (X).               

s s For problem of fuzzy goal as G (X) # g :

The following expression could be formulated:

(22)
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Fig. 1: Decision Structure of 2 Level Hierarchy and 3 Criteria Evalution. 

swhere U  is the upper tolerance limit. This additive

model of fuzzy goal programming have single

achievement function that is a single objective

optimization problem. The criterion of the objective is

sto maximized membership function of decision (m )

instead of minimizing the deviation (as in conventional

goal programming). Hence,  Tiwari et. al.  formulated[12]

s sfor problem of fuzzy goal form : G (X) # g  by adding

the membership functions together as:

       (23)

Subject to

sì  =        (24)

AX # b         (25)

ìs  # 1        (26)

s  X, ì $ 0 , s = 1, 2, . . . . . . . ., m.        (27)

As  Tscheulin and Jacques  demonstrated  in[14]

from  equation  (12) to equation (17) how estimation

of priority weights of the AHP method could be

approximated by the goal programming. However, it

still needs space for further the development due to the

imprecise nature of human judgment. It is intention of

the present work to develop the previous model of goal

programming to be specified in an imprecise manner

by employing the principles of the fuzzy function

described in equation ( 21) to (26). 

Let us consider a multi criteria decision making

problem that has   3 criteria of evaluation and   two

level of hierarchy as shown in the figure 1. The

problem is to seek the appropriate weight (w1, w2, and

w3) of decision criteria  in first level element of

decision for achieving stated in the goal  based on

preference  judgment of decision maker.

Let  the  tolerance  limits  of  the upper goals

(Us)  be  0.01  and  least  goal as to close to zero

(gs) be 0,00001. The upper goal represents the

tolerance  limit  of  consistency  index  of  Saaty.

Then  this  fuzzy  goal  form  is  converted  into

crips  value  by  using  membership  function m

whose  criterion  objective is to maximize which in

turn  would  minimize negative deviational variable

(nij)  and  positive  deviational variables (pij).

Resulting  Fuzzy  Goal Programming approach  has

the following  model 

Maximize V(ì) = ì

Subject to

ì = 

for (i,j) 0Ù  and  i, j 0ö        (28)

   (29)

for i 0ö         (30)
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Table 1: The Simulation Output  of  Estimated Preference Weights For Priority Judgment with Eigenvector M ethod, Goal Programming and

Fuzzy Goal Programming.

Consistency M embership 

No M atrix of pair Estimation Estimated Preference Weights (***) Index Value

wise comparison M ethod ------------------------------------------------ ---------------- -----------------

judgment (*) (**) w1 w2 w3 CR ì

1 a. Eigenvector 0.692 0.231 0.077 0 -

b. Goal Programming 0.692 0.231 0.077 0 -

c. Fuzzy Goal Pro- 0.692 0.231 0.077 0 1

   gramming.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2 a. Eigenvector 0.669 0.243 0.088 0.01 -

b. Goal Programming 0.672 0.236 0.09 0.036 -

c. Fuzzy Goal Pro- 0.678 0.226 0.096 0.086 0.1395

   gramming.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3 a. Eigenvector 0.637 0.258 0.105 0.04 -

b. Goal Programming 0.644 0.244 0.111 0.266 -

c. Fuzzy Goal Pro- 0.652 0.217 0.131 0.232 0.93

   gramming.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4 a. Eigenvector 0.584 0.281 0.135 0.13 -

b. Goal Programming 0.6 0.257 0.142 0.514 -

c. Fuzzy Goal Pro- 0.692 0.231 0.077 0.715 0.728

   gramming.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5 a.Eigenvector 0.46 0.319 0.221 0.54 -

b.Goal Programming 0.52 0.28 0.2 0.96 -

c.Fuzzy Goal Pro- 0.692 0.23 0.078 1.231 0.404

   gramming.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7 a. Eigenvector 0.278 0.33 0.391 1.76 -

b. Goal Programming 0.245 0.358 0.396 2.49 -

c. Fuzzy Goal Pro- 0.048 0.714 0.238 2.793 0.108

   gramming.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 1: Continued

8 a. Eigenvector 0.245 0.325 0.431 2.13 -

b. Goal Programming 0.194 0.373 0.432 2.766 -

c. Fuzzy Goal Pro- 0.034 0.724 0.242 2.85 0.078

   gramming.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9 a. Eigenvector 0.221 0.319 0.46 2.44 -

b. Goal Programming 0.16 0.382 0.456 2.962 -

c. Fuzzy Goal Pro- 0.027 0.73 0.243 2.882 0.0616

   gramming.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10 a. Eigenvector 0.056 0.62 0.324 0.2 -

b. Goal Programming 0.071 0.651 0.278 0.978 -

c. Fuzzy Goal Pro- 0.117 0.662 0.221 1.099 1

   gramming.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11 a. Eigenvector 0.088 0.243 0.669 0.01 -

b. Goal Programming 0.045 0.264 0.691 0.054 -

c. Fuzzy Goal Pro- 0.077 0.231 0.692 0.087 1

   gramming.

Note:

*: To solve the eigenvector, the software of  « Expert Choice » version 9.0 of the AHP M ethod .[4 ]

***: To solve the 2 both problem s of goal programming, a software optimization of  LINDO is utilised.      

ì # 1

iw  $ 0  for i 0ö        (31)

ij ij n , p $ 0   for (i, j) 0Ù        (32)

The Simulation Outputs for Deriving Priority
Relative of the AHP: In this present work  we have

simulated the use eigenvector method, goal
programming and fuzzy goal programming for different

values of matrix pair wise comparisons judgement
having 3 criteria decision problem and various level of

consistency with the parameters fuzzy goal
programming as stated in the previous . The tables 1

presents the of the simulation’s output
 

Concluding Remarks: In this work, we have
demonstrated the use of  Fuzzy Goal Programming

approach for deriving the priority weights assessment
in the AHP method as another alternative for the

originally technique of eigenvector method of   Saaty.
We considered assign that the aspiration values for the

priority weights are imprecise in nature. Hence,   the

model fuzzy is developed based on the goal

programming approach 
The proposed model permits to derive of an

"optimal" relative priority weights with the certain
membership value achieved of each goals by which  an

inclusion different degrees importance of the goals
could be analysed . W e found that the results of

simulation using this model to the multi criteria
having two level hierarchy are identical to those of the

eigenvector method of Saaty except to certain cases of
consistency as well as perfect intransitivity that  the

both methods  provided slightly difference.
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